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From the State Capitol to Main Street, the state and local
partnership matters to the future of Wisconsin. The health
of Wisconsin’s cities, villages, towns, and counties cannot be
separated from that of the state. As the League’s Executive
Director Jerry Deschane states in this month’s column, “The
question is not how to separate ourselves, rather it is to learn
how we can best work together.” We all do better together.
Do you recognize the municipality on the cover? It is representative of every Main Street
in Wisconsin.
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TACKLE MORE
WITH LESS

Snow Fighter

The Monroe Truck Equipment Snow Fighter helps municipalities
across the country tackle year round challenges.
•

No CDL necessary

•

Year round application

•

Plow, spread, dump and haul with one body

Learn more at
municipal.monroetruck.com
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The Partnership
Jerry Deschane, Executive Director, League of Wisconsin Municipalities

I’ll probably get in trouble for this, but I have to tell you that
one of my favorite mayors is not from Wisconsin. That is not
to say that I don’t admire Wisconsin’s mayors. But the Mayor
of Union City, Georgia holds a special place in my pantheon
of local visionaries. Mayor Vince Williams is also the current
President of the National League of Cities. I’ve met with
him and heard him speak on numerous occasions, and it’s his
closing line that put him on my list of heroes. Whether he’s
giving a formal speech to thousands of local leaders or leading
a discussion among state league directors, Mayor Williams
never fails to close without saying, “I love you and there ain’t
nothing you can do about it.”
In this jaded age of political cynicism and clannish
partisanship, such unvarnished humanity is not only
refreshing, I consider it heroic. We need more of that sort of
leadership at all levels of government. Leadership that says,
“No matter what we have in common or what separates us; no
matter whether I like you or not; I care about you as a human
being and I’m going to do my best to serve you.” That’s my
definition of great leadership.
This month The Municipality focuses on the partnership
between state government and municipal government. City
and Village Hall and the State Capitol are tied together, and
there’s nothing we can do about it. We need state lawmakers
to give you the legal and financial tools that local governments
need to protect and serve Wisconsin citizens. State officials

need local lawmakers to oversee where and how to provide
road networks, utility systems, first response services, and to
maintain the complex brew of services that make Wisconsin
unique, attractive, and successful.
Sometimes that partnership works great and has resulted
in a long history of successes. But we must admit, there are
many times when you are inclined to say, “What partnership?”
In both good times and bad, at the end of the day, state
government and local government are always going to be
interconnected.
The question is not how to separate ourselves; rather it is
to learn how we can best work together. To say to our state
partners, no matter how frustrating a given state agency or
state legislator may be, “I love you, and there ain’t nothing you
can do about it.”

Mayor, Village President, Manager
or Administrator?

▶ J oin us for the League’s Summer Chief

Executives Workshop on August 18 & 19, 2022
(Aug. 17 Early arrival reception 5:30 p.m.)
Brookfield Conference Center

Details and Registration under the Conference Tab
on the League’s website: https://lwm-info.org/

The League appreciates the
support of the following Business Partners:
• AARP Wisconsin

• i ncrediblebank

• SEH

• American Fidelity

• Johnson Controls

•S
 tafford Rosenbaum LLP

• American Transmission Co.

• LinqThingz

•W
 EA Trust

• Boardman & Clark LLP

•M
 unicipal Property
Insurance Company

•W
 eld, Riley, S.C

• Ehlers Associates
• GRAEF

• Ruekert & Mielke, Inc.

• Zerology

For more information, contact Robin Powers: rpowers@lwm-info.org | (608) 267-2383
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We Can Be Stronger Together
Jerry Deschane, Executive Director, League of Wisconsin Municipalities

The state of Wisconsin and local governments are connected
at the proverbial hip. It’s absurd to think that the state could
perform the functions that local governments fulfill, and it’s
equally unlikely to assume that locals could staff up and manage
everything state government does. Despite tensions, most of
them related to money, we need each other. When it works, it
works well. When it doesn’t work, Wisconsin citizens suffer.
Working together, Wisconsin has established an enviable
quality of life. Wisconsin’s public schools have a long-held
national reputation among the best in the country. While
unseen and seldom discussed, Wisconsin residents enjoy some
of the highest-quality drinking water in the world, coupled
with sanitary systems that work so well most of us forget
they even exist. We have the most miles of paved roadways
in the country, inspired years ago by a dairy industry that
needed reliable access to markets and sustained by a state-local
partnership to fund road construction and maintenance.
Our university system is driven by a philosophy that has
come to be called, The Wisconsin Idea. This is the notion
that higher education should benefit people’s lives beyond
the boundaries of the classroom. Ideas conceived in Madison,
Platteville, or Whitewater make their way to Mosinee, Park
Falls, and Milton. The University of Wisconsin has been the
home to many inventions, including the nation’s first workers’
compensation and unemployment compensation insurance
programs, and the first income tax (more on that in a moment).
The state-local partnership continues to show itself in very
visible places, including Lambeau Field, American Family
Field, and the Fiserv Forum. Each of these professional
sporting venues are counted among the best in the country.
And each would not have happened without the political and
financial support of both the state and local governments.
Local government, that government that is closest to and
most trusted by the people, is where the majority of publicgovernment interaction is going to happen. Police officers,
EMTs, public works experts, building inspectors, and librarians
are just a few of the local people who provide essential daily
service to their local friends and neighbors. State government
is the logical place for the development and dissemination of

4

complex codes and regulations. And then there’s the role
of money.
At the beginning of Wisconsin’s history, most taxes were
raised and spent locally. Although local governments were the
creation of the state (cities and villages are implied in the state
constitution, but not specifically called for), until the advent
of the income tax, the state’s finances were pretty meager.
In fact, according to a history of local government written
for the Centennial Celebration of the League of Wisconsin
Municipalities in 1989, some local officials speculated whether
there was a need for state government at all, since it seemed
the federal government would secure the common defense and
locals would take care of everything else.

It All Changed
Everything changed when the state became the central money
collector and redistributor. With the advent of the income tax
in 1911 and expanded by the sales tax in 1962, the state’s role
in government became dominant. The Revised Golden Rule
(the one who has the gold makes the rules) took over.
Today, most state and local tax dollars are still spent locally.
Led by school aids, but including shared revenue and general
transportation aids, a substantial amount of state spending is in
fact spent at the local level. But the dollars come with strings
attached. The state determines how much each local unit of
government may receive, and provides rules, regulations, and
forms dictating how it may be spent.
In fairness, there are good reasons why the state and local
partnership has evolved in this way. Courts decreed long ago
that the responsibility to provide children with an education
is a state responsibility, and although it is implemented locally,
the state has a constitutional responsibility to equalize the
financial capacity of rich and poor school districts. School
aids are doled out in a complex formula that does a reasonably
good job providing the children living in poor areas with an
education that is comparable to their wealthier neighbors.
The Shared Revenue program used to provide a similar
balancing effect for local government services. Shortly after
the income tax was implemented, a problem appeared.
Government leaders realized that communities that were home
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to high-earning households were receiving more money from
the income tax than was needed to provide municipal services,
while poorer communities deteriorated. To address this
imbalance, the original Return to Origin means of distributing
the income tax was replaced in the 1970s with an income-andpopulation-based formula that worked well. Worked, that is,
until the Legislature froze the formula shortly after the turn
of the millennium. The current here’s-what-you-got-last-year
formula is nothing like the system of balancing local needs
and capacities that gave rural and urban poor communities
an opportunity to compete. Only now, both wealthy AND
disadvantaged communities in both rural and urban Wisconsin
are suffering.
It is unlikely to think this compulsory partnership will go
away or change dramatically. A review of other states reveals
no place where local governments have true Home Rule,
including the power to raise their own funds or write their own
regulations without state interference. For years, Wisconsin
lawmakers have based their election campaigns on promises
of strict oversight of local government, either in the form of
property tax limits or operational mandates. Promising to keep
property taxes low and schools well-funded are both tried-andtrue campaign messages.
Unfortunately, when either promise is imposed without an eye
to their cost, problems are inevitable. Four years ago, a coalition
of local governments and private business rang the alarm bell
on the deterioration of Wisconsin’s road network assets. The
Legislature responded, increasing local road aids over two
biennial budgets.

Impact of Wisconsin’s Broken System
We continue to ring the alarm. The system of funding local
government is broken, and the impacts of that are starting to
become visible. Following decades of stagnant or declining
state support and state-imposed limits on local levies, police,
fire, and EMS services are at, and in some places beyond, the
breaking point. Increasing 911 calls in an environment of
declining revenues is a formula for disaster. In some places,
those calls are not being answered. The situation is quickly

becoming dire. First responders are not the only local services
in jeopardy.
The early 21st century is a time of competition for workers.
In the 20th century, workers were plentiful, and communities
competed to bring in industry. Today, the competition is for
workers, and the deciding factor is quality of life. It’s clean
and safe neighborhoods, parks and rec programs, festivals and
community events, splash pads and pools, and so much more.
Quality of life cannot be created by the Legislature; it is driven
by local governments. Citizen-led government, deciding where
and when to invest in business parks, libraries, and attractive
downtowns is the engine of quality of life. Without the
resources to sustain such improvements, Wisconsin loses its
national attractiveness. We lose the competition. Decline will
accelerate.
Our shared history demonstrates that when the state and
local governments collaborate, Wisconsin leads the nation.
The state’s unique governmental, industrial, creative (this is
the maker state), educational, and environmental resources are
all natural advantages in the national competition for success.
Wisconsin has the raw material, the government services,
and the human capital to eclipse most other states. But the
state legislature cannot win that race on its own. Nor can the
City of Milwaukee or the Village of Big Falls. State and local
governments are joined at the hip and by working together we
can create a powerful new future for our citizens.
About the Author:

Jerry Deschane is the Executive Director of the League of
Wisconsin Municipalities. Working with the League board
and staff, Jerry is responsible for engaging appointed and
elected city and village officials in the state legislative process
and for motivating state policymakers to support vibrant
Wisconsin communities. He is the fifth League Executive
Director since the organization was founded in 1898.
Deschane is a longtime lobbyist and association executive. He
also has experience in state government and the news media.
Contact Jerry at jdeschane@lwm-info.org

Join us for the League’s Summer Chief Executives Workshop on August 18 & 19, 2022
(Aug. 17 Early arrival reception) at the Brookfield Conference Center!
Workshops include:
• “Revisiting the State-Local Partnership”
• “Advocating for Municipalities – Tips From Our
Legislative Champions”

Details and registration under the Conference Tab on
the League’s website: https://lwm-info.org/
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Comparing State and Municipal
Revenue Sources
Curt Witynski, Deputy Executive Director, League of Wisconsin Municipalities
Unless you are a tax policy nerd, reading this article may put
you to sleep but it will also show critical differences between
how the state of Wisconsin and its municipalities are funded.
State government revenues are diverse and grow with the
state’s economy, while municipal revenue sources lack these
critical qualities. Read on to learn more.
What are the three largest sources of revenue for state
government in Wisconsin? The state has two major
funds – the general fund and the transportation fund.1 The
general fund is by far the larger of the two. General fund
tax collections are used to fund all state operations other
than transportation, including most state agencies, the UW
System, local government aids, the state prison system, and
the Medicaid program. This article focuses on general fund
revenue sources.
In 2019-20, Wisconsin general fund tax collections totaled
$17.5 billion. While many different taxes provide revenues to
the general fund, the three major general fund taxes are the
individual income tax, the general sales and use tax, and the
corporate income/franchise tax. In total for 2019-20, these
three taxes represented 92.3% of general fund tax collections.2
In 2019-20, the individual income tax totaled $8.7 billion. This
amount comprised 50% of total general fund tax collections
in 2019-20. Sales and use tax collections totaled $5.8 billion
that year, comprising 33.3% of the total, and corporate income/
franchise tax collections totaled $1.6 billion, or 9%.3
A closer look at the state sales tax. Wisconsin’s sales tax rate
has been 5% since 1982. Without changing the tax rate, the
state has nevertheless experienced a steady growth in sales
tax revenues year after year as the state’s economy grows. The
only two years that Wisconsin saw a reduction in state sales
tax revenue was during the great recession, 2008-2009 and
2009-2010. In 2009-2010 total sales tax revenue was
$3.9 billion. Ten years later the state collected almost $2 billion
more in sales tax revenue without increasing the tax rate. The
average annual growth rate in non-recession years (2010-11
through 2018-19) has been 4.2%. Revenue from the sales
tax constituted approximately one-third of total general fund
revenues for most of that period.4
6

Does the state collect any property taxes? No. While the
property tax is the largest source of combined state and local
tax revenue in Wisconsin, the state no longer collects any
for its own use. Prior to 1900, the property tax was the state
government’s largest tax. As the state’s economy has diversified,
the state government has come to rely on other tax sources and
has established various aid programs to reduce local reliance
on the property tax. The last remaining state property tax was
the state forestation tax, which was repealed by 2017 Act 59,
but was previously levied at a rate of $0.17 per $1,000 of value,
raising about $98 million annually.5
What are the three largest sources of revenue for municipal
government in Wisconsin? Property taxes, public charges for
services, and intergovernmental revenues like shared revenue
and transportation aids, comprised 60.0% or more of total
revenues for cities and villages in 2019. For each, taxes (almost
exclusively property taxes) represented the largest revenue
source for a community’s general fund, 36.7% for villages, and
30.8% for cities. Public charges for services were the second
largest revenue source for villages (17.1%) and cities (15.7%).
This includes fees charged for a variety of public services, such
as parking, garbage collection, parks and recreation, golf, and
other user charges. Intergovernmental revenues were the third
largest source of revenues for villages (9.3%) and cities (14.5%).
This includes direct state aid programs such as shared revenue,
expenditure restraint, and general transportation aids.6
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The property tax is the only major source of tax revenue for
cities and villages in Wisconsin. According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, in 2017-18, the property tax made up 68.2% of all
local government tax revenues in Wisconsin and accounted for
34.4% of all local government revenues in the state.7
In 2020-21, cities, villages, and towns levied $3.11 billion in
property taxes. In 2010-11, cities, villages, and towns levied
$2.42 billion. On average, between 2010-11 and 2020-21, the
total city, village, and town levy increased by 2.53% annually.
Source: Wisconsin Department of Revenue.
Municipalities do not control their key revenue sources.
Municipalities in Wisconsin have little control over two of
their top three sources of revenue for paying for municipal
operations. In general, municipalities face tight property tax
limits and can only raise taxes for operations by the percentage
increase in property values due to new construction occurring
within their borders. The average rate of net new construction
across the state has not exceeded 1.7% since 2008 and went as
low 0.7% in 2011 and 2012.
The state determines whether and how much to fund
intergovernmental revenues. Funding levels for all state aid
programs other than general transportation aids have been cut
or stagnant over the last decade.

In contrast to Wisconsin, cities in the neighboring states
of Iowa, Minnesota, and Illinois have more diverse revenue
sources to rely on to pay for local services and capital projects,
including local option sales taxes.
Conclusion. The state has a more diverse tax revenue stream
than cities and villages. Also, the state’s sales tax grows with the
economy and automatically produces a steady annual growth
in revenue (4.2% between 2010 and 2019). Municipal revenue
sources on the other hand are narrow and tightly controlled
by the state and have not experienced steady and dependable
annual growth.
About the Author:

Curt Witynski is the League’s Deputy Executive Director.
After managing the League’s lobbying program for 22 years,
he has handed that responsibility over to Toni Herkert. Curt
joined the League staff as assistant legal counsel in 1987.
Before becoming Deputy Executive Director, Curt served as
the League’s Legal Counsel for eight years. Contact Curt at
witynski@lwm-info.org

1. The Transportation Fund provides the largest source of funding for the state’s transportation
programs, which included General Transportation Aids for local governments. Gross annual
Transportation Fund revenue (including transfers from other funds) exceeded $2.1 billion in
the 2019-20 fiscal year. The two primary sources of revenue are from the motor vehicle fuel
tax and vehicle registration fees, which together make up 88% of total revenues to the fund.
Legislative Fiscal Bureau Informational Paper on Transportation Finance, January 2021.

3. Legislative Fiscal Bureau Informational Paper on General Fund Tax Collections, January 2021.

2. L
 egislative Fiscal Bureau Informational Paper on General Fund Tax Collections, January 2021.

7. Legislative Fiscal Bureau Informational Paper on Property Tax Level in Wisconsin, January 2021.

4. Legislative Fiscal Bureau Informational Paper on the Sales and Use Tax, January 2021.
5. Legislative Fiscal Bureau Informational Paper on Property Tax Level in Wisconsin, January
2021.
6. Legislative Fiscal Bureau Informational Paper on Municipal and County Finance, January 2021.

Inflation Impacting Ability to Budget
In March 2022, we approved a
purchase contract for a
Vac Truck. Last week we were
informed that the price has increased $31,000 and the truck
will be ready next week.

And, if you haven’t yet, read “Inflation Adds to Existing
Budget Pressures” in the July 2022 The Municipality, for
additional real-life examples.

With levy limits and other budget constraints, how can
municipalities plan for equipment purchases in a fluctuating
market? Is there something that can be done legislatively to
help combat these increases or allow an adjustment to the
levy limit to accommodate the current economy?

Are levy limits, inflation, and flat shared
revenues hurting your ability to serve your
citizens? Please tell us about it. The League
needs these stories for its advocacy campaign.
Send Jerry Deschane, the League’s Executive
Director, the details (jdeschane@lwm-info.org).

H

Brenda Ayers, WCMC | City Administrator, City of Lodi
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Maximize Your Might at the Capitol:
6 Keys to Legislative Success
David Steffen, State Representative, 4th Assembly District
The Wisconsin state legislature debates roughly 1,000 bills
every session. Dozens of these bills have direct and indirect
impacts on your municipal budget and operations. As your
success as a local leader is so closely tied to the decisions
of our state government, it is critical that municipal leaders
understand and effectively engage their Madison decisionmakers. While not exhaustive, my six keys to municipal
success in the capitol are realistic options for every village
and city to pursue.

Know Your Legislators
In all forms of business and government, personal relationships
matter. Deliberate, repeated efforts to develop a more complete
relationship with your legislator is of incredible value. We all
do business with people we know and trust. This is no different
for your legislator.
In my district, I have routine communications with one or
more of my municipal leaders every month. This is rarely a
formal meeting. Rather, it is an ongoing relationship-building
exercise in which issues large and small can be shared in
a comfortable, casual environment. Both parties benefit
from these discussions. A basic level of understanding and
collaboration is developed, which provides the fertile ground
for more substantive efforts when the time and circumstance
require it.

Communicate Correctly
Airing criticisms about state issues solely at your board
meetings is not an effective way to achieve success at the
capitol. Unless your legislator is in attendance, these musings
are not helping your community.
Consider inviting your legislator to a legislative update
meeting. Let this be a free exchange of ideas and priorities
amongst attendees. I recommend this be a separate, special
meeting instead of a part of your regularly scheduled board
meeting.
Additionally, speak to specific bills or concepts, when possible.
The League can assist you with this, and it will help your
legislator with follow-up and tracking on the issues important
to you.

8

Finally, consider having a joint meeting with all of the
municipalities within the legislator’s district. This unified,
larger audience elevates the importance of the meeting and
its agenda.

Report the Results
At the end of every legislative session, produce a legislative
report card on your top priorities. This evaluation process
should be clearly communicated early in the legislative
session so your legislator can be aware of your expectations.
Furthermore, it is critical the report card be a politics-free
evaluation. This can be achieved by avoiding issues and bills
that are authored and supported by a single party. This will
also allow you to avoid the political gotcha snares set by
capitol insiders.

Mobilize the Masses
The 800-pound gorilla each municipality has but rarely
engages is its own residents. Few communities communicate
their legislative agenda, legislator report cards, or specific
opportunities for community involvement. Consider applying
as much effort into legislative-related communications as you
do any other important initiative. Your residents can be your
lobbyists, but only if they are invited into the process.

Elevate Your Champion
Every community should create a recognition program
for their legislators who are meeting or exceeding your
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expectations. Whether it’s a Leadership Award, Key to the
City, or some other to-be-created recognition, make the effort
to publicly recognize and promote legislators who are working
on behalf of your municipality’s goals. Political officials
appreciate these efforts and it costs you nothing. Remember, if
you only offer the stick and never the carrot, you may lose the
opportunity to maintain an ally in the capitol.

We invite you to join us for
the League’s 2022 Fall
Regional Meetings!

Invest for Success
I implore you to invest more resources into the League and
its various advocacy efforts. Every season, the League has over
100 bills to influence and track on your behalf. With limited
staff and resources, they do exceptional work. However, they
are routinely outgunned and outspent. While the League will
never be on equal financial footing as some of their capitol

Solutions that bring the Vision
of our Communities to Life

The League is holding a series of regional
meetings this fall to give you an opportunity
to talk to your neighbors. In addition, we’ll
discuss how you can advocate for safe
streets, strong neighborhoods, and a healthy
economy in your community and cities and
villages statewide.

• Municipal Engineering
• Transportation
• Water Resources
• Environment & Ecology
• Parks & Recreation
• Site Development
• Land Surveying
• GIS Development / Geospatial
• Architecture
• Water & Wastewater
• Renewable Fuels/
Waste-to-Energy
• Structural / Industrial
• Electrical / HVAC / Plumbing
• Public & Emergency
Management
• Municipal Administrative
Consulting
• Funding Strategies, Solutions
and Grant Assistance
• Construction Services
• Design-Build
• Public/Private Partnerships (P3)

All elected officials and staff from
Wisconsin’s cities and villages are welcome
to attend! From mayors and village
presidents to council and board members,
to administrators and managers, to finance
directors, clerks, and department heads, to
all interested staff – please join us!

Thank you to our host communities:
Tuesday, September 13 – Ashwaubenon
Wednesday, September 14 – Port Edwards
Thursday, September 15 – Merrill
Thursday, September 22 – River Falls
Tuesday, September 27 – Dodgeville
Wednesday, September 28 – Mt. Pleasant

Agenda:
5:00 p.m. – A light supper will be available
5:30 p.m. – Welcome and introductions
• Short presentation by the League
• Roundtable discussion
7:30 p.m. – Adjourn
To ensure that we have enough chairs and
food, registration will be required for this
free event.

920 751 4200

Check the League’s website for details and
registration: https://lwm-info.org/

MCMGRP.COM
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counterparts, they certainly could increase their legislative
success rate with greater resources. As I’ve said at every League
meeting, municipalities will only get legislative scraps until and
if they act like their future depends on it.
As a four-term State Representative and four-term village
board trustee, I’ve come to learn both sides of this municipalstate government equation. My keys to your legislative success
are the culmination of those years of experience in both worlds.
While your community may not be ready to adopt all of my
ideas, I’m hopeful my input generates discussions and decisions
on ways to better impact, influence, and succeed in Madison at
the State Capitol.

About the Author:

A native of Green Bay, State Representative David Steffen
served on the Howard Village Board and the Brown County
Board of Supervisors for a total of eight years. He was elected
to the Wisconsin State Assembly in 2014 and is currently
serving his fourth consecutive term. David serves as the Chair
of the Assembly Committee on Insurance and the Vice Chair
of the Assembly Committee on Energy and Utilities. Now
a resident of Howard, David continues to own and operate
his literary talent management agency while serving as the
Representative for Wisconsin’s 4th Assembly district. Contact
Representative Steffen at rep.steffen@legis.wisconsin.gov

Join us Thursday, October 20 for the popular “Small Municipalities Roundtable,”
“Large Municipalities Roundtable,” and “Advocating for Municipalities at the Capitol.”
The League’s 124th Annual Conference • October 19-21, 2022 • La Crosse Center, La Crosse
One-day registration is available!
Register now on the League’s website and engage through the League’s Annual
Conference App by WHOVA!
Additional details and registration information under the Conference tab
https://lwm-info.org/731/Annual-Conference
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We Are One Community
Milwaukee Mayor, Cavalier Johnson, and
Tomahawk Mayor, Steven E. Taskay
Wisconsin’s communities depend upon one another. Products
grown or manufactured in one city, village, or town are
finished and sold in another. One can’t thrive without the
other. Our system of financing local government should foster
and encourage that collaboration, but sadly it is based on an
overreliance on property taxes paid by families, small businesses,
and people on fixed incomes.
The System is Broken
Take our two cities of Milwaukee and Tomahawk, for example.
They may be more than 200 miles apart, but we depend
upon each other. Many don’t realize the iconic machine
from Milwaukee, the Harley Davidson Motorcycle, includes
components that are fabricated in Tomahawk. The Davidsons,
who spent their summers fishing in the Northwoods, decided to
purchase a boat manufacturing facility in Tomahawk, and since
1963, the windshields, saddlebags, and other parts you see on
the iconic urban motorcycle have Northwoods roots.
That’s Wisconsin. Our communities are interconnected; we don’t
exist in isolation. Trees and crops grown in the most remote
towns make their way to mills or processors in Wausau, Green
Bay, and Milwaukee. Machine parts, NBA basketball courts, and
championship fishing rods are produced in large and small, urban
and rural places throughout Wisconsin. They’re created in one
place and then trucked in finished or semi-finished form to other
communities for final processing and finally, sold to consumers.
Wisconsin tourism rides on that same two-way highway. For
every Milwaukeean who heads to Eagle River for a quiet
weekend of fishing on a pontoon boat, there’s an Eagle River
family heading to Milwaukee to enjoy a Brewers game or a
concert at Fiserv Forum (Go Bucks!). We rely on one another.
But that’s not how we operate and finance local government.
Wisconsin relies heavily on local property taxes to fund local
government. Most other states offer local governments a balanced
menu of funding options so that the local government can
adapt to the economy, growing with it and serving it. Wisconsin
doesn’t do it that way. Local tax levies rely solely on new home
construction to fund services needed for a changing community.
There’s an even more challenging problem tied to an overreliance
on property taxes because property taxes force local governments
into silos. Because property taxes are not shared among
communities, cities and villages compete with one another for
new buildings. There is no way to share the property tax benefits
generated from a manufacturing job in the city with the nearby
village or town where the workers may live. That’s inefficient; it
wastes resources. Once again, our local tax system is failing to
keep up with the way we live and work in Wisconsin.

There was a time when Wisconsin did a better job sharing the
benefits of growth. In 1911, the state legislature reformed the
tax system. Lawmakers eliminated property taxes on home
furnishings, farm animals, and other personal property, in favor
of a statewide income tax. The income tax was shared, with 90%
going back to the local communities where it was created. An
equalization formula was added so that all of the cities, villages,
and towns that had a hand in the growth would share in the
benefit. But the system has stagnated. Today, less than 20% of
the state income tax is shared locally, and that amount has been
being reduced in real dollars for more than two decades. It’s
time for reform.
When jobs are created and the economy grows, everyone should
win. First, the family of the worker deserves to benefit from the
fruits of their labor. The company owners and shareholders benefit.
And the state benefits as well, through additional sales and income
taxes. But unless that new job was created in a new building,
the local government gets nothing under our current funding
system. Let that sink in. This is the funding situation for your local
government officials to navigate even as your local government
is the one that works most closely with employers to meet their
needs and is solely responsible for providing police protection, fire
protection, ambulance service, and all the other necessary services
a modern family requires. We need a system of funding local
government that recognizes that growth and rewards the cities,
villages, and towns that worked together to create it.
Won’t you join us? Talk to your legislators, tell them your story.
You live in one place, but you work, shop, go to school, and
vacation in another.
This is Wisconsin. We work together here and want to see our
local communities thrive.
We need a system of funding local government that follows
our lead.
About the Authors:

Milwaukee Mayor, Cavalier Johnson, was elected in 2022. Mayor
Johnson is a graduate of UW-Madison and is a former Milwaukee
Common Council President. He and his wife Dominique are the
parents of three children, including twin 4-year-old girls. Contact
Mayor Johnson at mayor@milwaukee.gov
Tomahawk Mayor, Steven E. Taskay, was re-elected this spring
to his fourth two-year term. In addition to his role as mayor, he
recently retired from Lincoln County EMS-Tomahawk Division
as a paramedic after serving at Sacred Heart hospital for the
past 28 years. He now enjoys retirement with family and friends.
Contact Mayor Taskay at steve.taskay@cityoftomahawk.com
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More than a quarter of state legislative incumbents are not running for
their seats in 2022, a rate not seen since World War II.1
List of legislators not seeking reelection.2 (Note that some are seeking
another office.)
Senate: (7)

• District 45 – Mark Spreitzer – Running for Senate

• District 5 – Dale Kooyenga – Not Seeking Reelection

• District 46 – Gary Hebl – Not Seeking Reelection

• District 15 – Janis Ringhand – Not Seeking Reelection

• District 52 – Jeremy Thiesfeldt – Not Seeking Reelection

• District 25 – Janet Bewley – Not Seeking Reelection

• District 54 – Gordon Hintz – Not Seeking Reelection

• District 27 – Jon Erpenbach – Not Seeking Reelection

• District 55 – Rachel Cabral-Guevara – Running for Senate

• District 23 – Kathy Bernier – Not Seeking Reelection

• District 59 – Tim Ramthun – Running for Governor

• District 19 – Roger Roth – Running for Lt. Governor
• District 29 – Jerry Petrowski – Not Seeking Reelection

•	District 61 – Sam Kerkman – Won Kenosha County
Executive Race

Assembly: (23)

• District 73 – Nick Milroy – Not Seeking Reelection

• District 5 – Jim Steineke – Not Seeking Reelection

• District 74 – Beth Meyers – Not Seeking Reelection

• District 6 – Gary Tauchen – Not Seeking Reelection

• District 79 – Dianne Hesselbein – Running for Senate

• District 10 – David Bowen – Running for Lt. Governor

• District 80 – Sondy Pope – Not Seeking Reelection

• District 13 – Sara Rodriguez – Running for Lt. Governor

• District 82 – Ken Skowronski – Not Seeking Reelection

• District 15 – Joe Sanfelippo – Not Seeking Reelection

• District 84 – Mike Kuglitsch – Not Seeking Reelection

• District 68 – Jesse James – Running for Senate

• District 19 – Jonathan Brostoff – Not Seeking Reelection
• District 27 – Tyler Vorpagel – Not Seeking Reelection
• District 31 – Amy Loudenbeck – Running for Sec. of State
• District 33 – Cody Horlacher – Not Seeking Reelection

GROWING
SUSTAINABLE
communities
Conference

OCTOBER 17-18, 2022
GRAND RIVER CENTER
IN DUBUQUE, IOWA

1. The Badger Project, June 12, 2022, https://pbswisconsin.org/news-item/the-wisconsinlegislatures-deluge-of-lawmaker-retirements-in-2022/
2. The Wheeler Report, https://www.thewheelerreport.com/

Attend the largest sustainability
conference in the midwest

This conference is packed with comprehensive, impactful,
and actionable sustainability ideas, plans, and best
practices for local government and business professionals.

2022 Keynotes include:
Noah Wilson-Rich, Ph.D.,

Behavioral Ecologist and author of The Bee: A Natural History

Ana Garcia-Doyle

One Earth Film Festival Director and Founding Member

Colette Pichon Battle, Esq.,

Founder and Co-Executive Director of the Gulf Coast Center for Law &
Policy (GCCLP)

Bonus: Add our breakfast cruise + conversation aboard the Riverboat
Twilight on Monday, October 17, 2022.

Sponsored by

PRESENTED BY

POWERED BY

Learn more at www.gscDUBUQUE.com
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Accelerating PFAS Regulations
Attorneys Bill Nelson and Ned Witte, Godfrey & Kahn, S.C.

Editor’s Note: Godfrey & Kahn attorneys Bill Nelson and
Ned Witte practice environmental law and have been
retained by the League to provide periodic updates to
League members concerning Brownfields Redevelopment
and per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS). This is
the second entry in the series.

2022 with small public water systems to follow in a similar
cadence. This limited sampling requirement by Wisconsin
for two PFAS will begin prior to the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) directive to all
public water suppliers in the country to sample for 29 PFAS
beginning as early as January 2023. Suffice it to say, the
question of “where” PFAS may be found in Wisconsin will
be answered within the next calendar year.
Future Administrative Rules Concerning PFAS

Enforceable PFAS Values in Wisconsin
The 36-step, 30-month Wisconsin Administrative Rule
process has reached the end for the two most well-studied
PFAS analytes: PFOA and PFOS. The Wisconsin Legislature
allowed their passive review period on the proposed surface
water and drinking water rules to expire without taking an
action, allowing the rules to be published as soon as July 2022.
Therefore, Wisconsin will soon have enforceable surface water
criteria and drinking water values for the two PFAS chemicals.
These regulations will impact entities operating public water
systems, wastewater systems, businesses discharging PFAS to
wastewater treatment plants, and industries operating near
sources of municipal drinking water wells.
PFAS in Wastewater Permits
As early as July 2022, entities that hold Wisconsin Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (WPDES) permits may
address PFOA and PFOS through pollution minimization
plans and source reduction measures. Entities holding
pretreatment permits may be required to address PFAS to
meet the WPDES criteria for PFOA and PFOS held by the
wastewater treatment plants who receive their wastewater. The
wastewater rule relies on source control by allowing entities
to utilize a flexible compliance schedule to phase out and
effectively eliminate PFAS in their waste stream.
PFAS Monitoring in Drinking Water Supplies
For the drinking water rule, all public water systems will
be required to evaluate PFOA and PFOS in their drinking
water systems and address values that exceed the maximum
contaminant levels (MCLs). DNR has indicated that
guidance will be issued to require municipalities with over
50,000 residents to sample for PFOA and PFOS by fall

The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) has
three active scope statements concerning additional PFAS,
including hexafluoropropylene oxide dimer acid (HFPO-DA)
and its ammonium salt, known as GenX chemicals, and
perfluorobutanesulfonic acid (PFBS), in drinking water,
groundwater, and surface water. DNR is tasked with
promulgating these three rules for the 12 additional PFAS by
June 2024.

EPA Issues Extremely Low Health Advisory Levels
(HAL) for PFAS Chemicals
On June 15, 2022, EPA updated the lifetime health advisories
for PFOA and PFOS and issued final health advisories for
GenX chemicals and PFBS. The PFOA and PFOS updates are
the first recommended changes to these advisories since 2016.
The changes are significant decreases from the 2016 value of 70
parts per trillion (ppt) HALs for PFOA and PFOS:
• I nterim updated Health Advisory for PFOA = 4 parts per
quadrillion (ppq) or 0.004 ppt
• I nterim updated Health Advisory for PFOS = 20 ppq or
0.02 ppt
•F
 inal Health Advisory for GenX = 10 ppt

•F
 inal Health Advisory for PFBS = 2,000 ppt
Yes, that is 4 parts per 1,000,000,000,000,000 parts or is 4
parts per quadrillion for PFOA. The EPA has concluded that
lifetime exposure to PFOA and PFOS is an even greater
a health risk than previously understood. The first health
advisories for the two additional PFAS chemicals, GenX and
PFBS, are significant, as these replaced the active ingredients
for Teflon and Scotchgard in the 2000s.
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These EPA advisory levels are not enforceable and are not
tied to the DNR drinking water values. However, the tasks of
the regulatory agencies are similar, as the advisory levels are
based on EPA toxicologists aggregating and compiling the
most recent human health studies concerning these chemicals.
Studies linking exposure potential to probable causes of
human health effects have only recently been evaluated and
understood. New studies conducted from 2016 to present
suggest very low levels of these chemicals are safe for human
consumption. The Wisconsin DNR MCL for PFOA is based
on older available studies and is 17,500 times higher than the
EPA health advisory level.
Future EPA Actions addressing PFAS are outlined in their
October 2021 PFAS Strategy Roadmap. The most significant
suggested for 2022 include:
• Designating PFOA and PFOS as CERCLA hazardous
substances in a draft rule, effective fall 2023.

• Considering additional PFAS as CERCLA hazardous
substances in a draft rule.

• Proposing drinking water MCL for PFOA and PFOS in a
draft rule, effective fall 2023.
Contact us if you have any questions about any of these
PFAS regulatory developments that relate to your community

utility operations or sources of PFAS at remedial action sites
in your community affecting municipal redevelopment and
environmental liability exemptions.
About the Authors:

Ned Witte is a shareholder in Godfrey & Kahn’s
Environmental and Energy Strategies Practice Group. Ned
has broad, nationally recognized experience in counseling
clients concerning the emerging contaminants Per-and
Polyfluoroalkyl substances, or PFAS (including PFOA and
PFOS). Ned also has extensive experience in the remediation,
development, and redevelopment of environmentally sensitive
and contaminated properties, including Brownfields. Contact
Ned at nwitte@gklaw.com
Bill Nelson is an attorney in the Environmental and
Energy Strategies Practice Group. Bill’s practice focuses on
assisting commercial, industrial, and municipal clients on a
wide range of environmental and energy issues, including
complex remediation matters, interfacing with state and
federal environmental agencies, redevelopment of Brownfield
properties, permitting and enforcement defense matters,
and renewable energy development projects. Contact Bill at
wnelson@gklaw.com

What Are PFAS?
Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances
(PFAS) are human-made chemicals
that have been used in a wide range of
consumer and industrial products since
the 1940s due to their resistance to
grease, oil, water, and heat. For example,
PFAS are used in stain- and waterresistant fabrics and carpeting, cleaning
products, paints, and fire-fighting foams. Certain
PFAS are also authorized by the FDA for limited
use in cookware, food packaging, and food processing
equipment. PFAS are not naturally occurring.
The widespread use of PFAS and their ability to remain
intact, not breaking down in the environment, means that
over time PFAS levels from past and current uses can
result in increasing levels of environmental contamination.
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Graphic Credit: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources

Accumulation of certain PFAS has also been shown
through blood tests to occur in humans and animals.
While the science surrounding potential health effects of
bioaccumulation is developing, exposure to some types of
PFAS have been associated with serious health effects.
To learn more: https://lwm-info.org/1560/PFAS
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Second Annual Broadband Report Released

The Governor’s Task Force on Broadband Access1 released
its second annual report in mid-July. This year’s Task Force
discussions produced recommendations in three areas:
• Active Network Building and Community Alignment
• Resources for Planning and Action
• Policy
To learn more and access the report: https://psc.wi.gov/Pages/
ServiceType/Broadband/BroadbandGovernorsTaskForce.aspx
Of special importance for the short term are the following
recommendations found on page 5 of the report:
• Identify, study, and map current middle-mile availability and
needs to assist in local planning for last-mile projects.
• Fund and support annual statewide mapping and data
collection efforts (e.g., GEO software, Wisconsin Internet
Self Report, Department of Public Instruction Digital
Equity Surveys) that support stakeholder networks,
physical infrastructure networking, and overall broadband
planning efforts.
• Collect internet access data from all ISPs at household and
business levels of granularity.
• Create a playbook or how-to guide to assist communities and
local leaders in broadband and digital equity planning efforts.

The guide should include best practices, success stories
or case studies, mapping resources, and models that have
worked in Wisconsin or are working well in other states.
• Develop data dashboards of where public funds (both state
and federal) have been spent, have been awarded, or could
be spent.
• Create broadband planning and implementation grants for
regions and communities.
• Identify state and organizational agencies that are involved
in broadband deployment, describe their roles, services,
and resources. Create a resource map that can be used by
communities and ISPs as they form stakeholder networks as
part of broadband planning and deployment.
Note: Accurate maps will help guide implementation
of the recommendations by the Wisconsin Public
Service Commission. You can help by providing
information on accessibility, speeds, competition, and
affordability of the broadband in your community.
Written public comment will be accepted by the Task
Force in formal letter form. Submit your comments to
PSCStateBroadbandOffice@wisconsin.gov with the
subject line “Task Force Public Comment.”

1. The task force is charged with advising the governor and Wisconsin State Legislature on broadband actions and policy, including strategies for successfully expanding high-speed internet access
to every residence, business, and institution in the state; initiatives for digital inclusion; and pathways to unlocking and optimizing the benefits of statewide, affordable access to broadband for all
communities in Wisconsin.

Nielsen Madsen + Barber
CIVIL ENGINEERS AND LAND SURVEYORS
Municipal / Transportation / Land Surveying
Airports / Planning / Construction Management
Racine, Wisconsin ■ (262) 634-5588 ■ www.nmbsc.net
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A “TUF” Dilemma Over Local Transportation Funding
More Wisconsin municipalities are reacting to mounting
budget constraints by imposing a transportation fee
on property owners based on estimated use of local
infrastructure.
Tight state-imposed limits on their two primary revenue
sources, local property taxes, and state aid, plus rising
inflation, are causing some municipalities to revisit the
short list of revenue options that state law may permit.
In addition to borrowing and local vehicle registration
fees, another option, previously used by municipalities in
other states, is usage-based fees such as transportation
utility fees (TUFs). These are based on the premise that
transportation infrastructure should be treated as a public
utility, like water or electricity. Under this model, property
owners are charged based on a metric estimating their
usage of transportation infrastructure.
The City of Wisconsin Rapids, the Villages of Pewaukee
and Weston, and the Towns of Buchanan and Gibraltar
are among the Wisconsin communities that adopted a
transportation utility fee, while the City of Watertown

adopted a transportation user fee, and the City of Neenah,
a transportation assessment replacement fee.
Municipalities considering these fees include the Cities of
Appleton, Hudson, Oshkosh, Tomahawk, and Wauwatosa,
and the Village of Greendale.
Municipal leaders contend they have authority to collect
transportation usage fees under state law. Some groups
disagree, and have challenged the legality of these fees in
two lawsuits currently working through the state courts.
A judge recently upheld one challenge, striking down the
Buchanan fee; that decision is expected to be appealed.
A judge has yet to rule in the other case, a challenge
to the Pewaukee fee. The outcomes of these cases on
transportation usage fees are almost certain to influence
whether more communities follow suit in adopting them.
For more information, see the Policy Forum’s TUF Report:
https://wispolicyforum.org/research/a-tuf-dilemma-overlocal-transportation-funding/

This information is a service of the Wisconsin Policy Forum, the state’s leading resource for nonpartisan state and local government
research and civic education. Learn more at wispolicyforum.org

Join us Thursday, October 20 for a discussion of
“Local Transportation Funding Through Utilities.”
The League’s 124th Annual Conference
October 19-21, 2022 • La Crosse Center, La Crosse
“Local Transportation Funding Through Utilities”
Thursday, October 20
1:30-2:30 p.m.
One-day registration is available!
Register now on the League’s website and engage with your peers and other
attendees through the League’s Annual Conference App by WHOVA!
Additional details and registration information under the Conference tab
https://lwm-info.org/731/Annual-Conference
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“Dark Store” Tax Opponents Aim for Decisive Victory
With Case Headed to State’s Highest Court
Scott Williams, (Racine) The Journal Times
BURLINGTON – For years, opponents of Wisconsin’s “dark
store” method for taxing big-box retailers worked in vain to
persuade state lawmakers to change the law.
Those opponents now are pinning their hopes instead on the
judicial branch of state government.
City administrators and others say a Wisconsin Supreme Court
ruling expected later this year could stop Walmart and other
retailers from avoiding paying their fair share of property taxes.
But if the Supreme Court rules in favor of dark store taxation,
the strategy of seeking judicial relief will backfire for the cities,
villages and towns that are taking on big business in the hopes
of increasing tax bases.
Curt Witynski, deputy director of the League of Wisconsin
Municipalities, acknowledges the risk involved in pushing
the issue in the courts. And now that the state’s highest court
has agreed to weigh in, Witynski said, the stakes are higher
than ever.
“We’re excited,” he said. “But a little bit nervous, too.”
The league, a longtime critic of dark store taxation, has
intervened in the Supreme Court case with a friend-ofthe-court brief arguing against the tax breaks for big-box
operators.
Business groups have intervened, too, urging the court to rule
in favor of retailers by upholding a system that the groups
defend as fair taxation.
Scott Rosenow, an attorney for Wisconsin Manufacturers
& Commerce, wrote in his brief that the underlying dark
store issues could have implications for other Wisconsin
property owners.
“This court’s decision,” Rosenow wrote, “will be far-reaching.”
The dispute began in Wisconsin after a different ruling from
the Supreme Court in 2008 allowed for setting a retail store’s
taxable value based on similar properties that are vacant, a.k.a.
“dark stores.”
Walmart, Target, Menards and other large retailers began
arguing for lower values on their stores, in many instances
leading to court fights with cities whose tax assessors would

Walmart is suing the City of Burlington over the taxable value of
this store at 1901 Milwaukee Ave., but both sides have agreed to wait
for a Wisconsin Supreme Court ruling on the issue.
- Photo credit: Scott Williams

not make adjustments to match the value of currently
operating stores with the value of mothballed properties.
Local government officials contend that operating retail stores
are inherently more valuable to their owners and, therefore,
should have a higher value for tax purposes. Businesses say the
value of the land and building has nothing to do with whether
a store is open for business.
In Racine County, Walmart filed a suit last year against the
City of Burlington, arguing that the taxable value of its store
at 1901 Milwaukee Ave. should be reduced from $8.6 million
to $4.5 million.
If Walmart succeeds, its yearly property tax bill in Burlington
will be slashed from $160,000 to about $80,000. That would
force city officials to make up the difference by either reducing
government services or increasing taxes on other property
owners in the community.
Court records show that both sides in the WalmartBurlington dispute have agreed to postpone action in their
case until the Supreme Court ruling later this year.
In another case, the Village of Mount Pleasant settled
out-of-court with Walmart last year by agreeing to trim about
$1 million in assessed property value from two local stores that
had previously been assigned a combined value of $24 million.
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“People will start looking more and more at the cost-benefit of
having retail,” the mayor said.
Online court records show similar pending court cases
involving Walmart in Sturgeon Bay, La Crosse, Fond du
Lac, Watertown, Baraboo, Franklin, Mukwonago, Rice Lake,
Monona, New Richmond, and St. Croix Falls.
In addition to Kenosha, those battling Lowe’s Home Centers
currently include Manitowoc, Plover, and Wauwatosa.

Located at 2015 E. Geneva St. in Delavan, this Lowe’s Home
Improvement store is at the center of a “dark store” taxation
dispute that is headed to the Wisconsin Supreme Court.
- Photo credit: Scott Williams

The case headed to the Supreme Court stems from a dispute
between the City of Delavan in Walworth County and the
owners of a Lowe’s Home Improvement store at 2015 E.
Geneva St.
The City of Delavan has assigned the Lowe’s store a value of
$8.9 million for tax purposes. Lowe’s Home Centers LLC
has invoked the dark store rule and filed suit to reduce its tax
assessment to $3.6 million.
After losing at both the circuit court and appeals court level,
Lowe’s appealed to the Supreme Court. The justices agreed to
hear the case, marking their first review of dark store taxation
since the issue arose from the court’s previous action in 2008.
Only three of seven justices who ruled in the 2008 case are still
on the court today.
Oral arguments in the Lowe’s-Delavan case are scheduled for
Sept. 28.
Lowe’s Home Centers attorney Mark Vyvyan declined to
comment.
Kenosha Mayor John Antaramian is among the local
government officials who are watching the Supreme Court
case with interest throughout the state.
Kenosha currently is being sued by both Lowe’s Home Centers
LLC and grocery store operator Woodman’s Food Markets
Inc. in disputes over store property assessments.
Antaramian said the Supreme Court ruling will impact how
cities handle such disputes in the future. If the court allows the
dark store loophole to continue, he said, some local officials
might reconsider whether they want big-box retailers in their
communities.
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Plover Village Administrator Dan Ault, whose community has
filed a brief with the Supreme Court, said the high court ruling
will set a precedent with statewide implications.
If the court allows big business to continue seeking unfair tax
breaks, Ault said, homeowners and other taxpayers will be the
victims forced to pay higher taxes to make up the difference.
“It’s really important that we prevail here,” he said. “That’s a big
win for the people.”
Dark store opponents spent years lobbying Wisconsin state
lawmakers to take legislative action addressing the issue. But
state legislative leaders voiced mixed feelings and left the
matter unresolved.
Witynski said the municipal league then made an effort to
encourage cities, villages, and towns to fight big-box retailers
in court, theorizing that if the legislative branch would not
respond, maybe the courts would.
Many municipalities have since won their court fights,
Witynski said, so his group has high hopes for scoring a
knockout blow with the Supreme Court case.
While acknowledging that the current seven-member court has
a reputation for siding with big business, Witynski said, fairness
in taxation seems to be an idea that transcends ideology.
“This is one of the issues that don’t fall along clear party lines,”
he said. “We think the judges will understand this.”
Editor’s Note: This article was first published in the July
9, 2022 Racine Journal Times. It is reprinted here with
permission.
About the Author:

The Journal Times is the No. 1 local news source for Racine
County, with the majority of the county’s residents accessing
information through the printed newspaper, JournalTimes.com,
or a smartphone application every week. The newspaper has
been printed continuously since 1852, founded as the Racine
Weekly Journal.
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Capturing a Grantor’s Funding
Through Great Storytelling
Daniel Foth, JD Local Government Specialist and Director of the Certified Public Manager
Program, UW-Madison Extension’s Local Government Education Program
Editor’s Note: Daniel will lead an interactive Deep Dive
Panel on “Grants - Everything You Need to Know” at
the League’s 124th Annual Conference on Wednesday,
October 19. The Deep Dive will include grantors,
successful grantees, grant search entities, and writers,
and will be focused on the practical application of
researching and writing a grant. This article is an
example of the type of detail and information which will
be provided. Learn more and register for the Conference
at https://lwm-info.org/731/Annual-Conference
A successful grant application requires the ability to explain
your project needs creatively, compellingly, and directly relating
to a grantor’s interest. In other words, you have to know how
to tell your story. I’ve been part of many successful grant
applications. Here are some things I’ve learned to consider in
preparing your grant application.1
• Always follow the grantor’s submission requirements
precisely!
• Focus on the project story’s main idea and impact.2
• Start early and give yourself time to make the necessary
revisions that will hone your project story and overall grant
application to perfection.
• Keep it Simple Stupid (KISS). Apply the KISS principle to
every part of your grant application. A compelling, to-thepoint project story that clearly relates the grant request to
your grantor’s interests works better for a grant reviewer.
• If your grantor discussions uncover something the grantor
wants, but that item is not a submission requirement, by all
means, incorporate it into the grant application, keeping in
mind a page, word count, or character limit.
• See page or word count limitations as an opportunity, as they
force you to hone our story into a clear and concise narrative.
• Ask yourself “So What” about every sentence in your story
and the application. This approach will help you analyze
every word’s proposal benefit!

•P
 roofread often to ensure eliminating typos, misspellings,
and poor grammar. Also, if the proofreader doesn’t
understand something, the grantor reviewer won’t either.

Critical Elements to a Good Story3
Before putting your fingertips to your computer keyboard,
consider who writes the grant. Do you have the internal
capability, or will you hire an outside consultant? A good
project story is essential to an outstanding grant proposal.
Make it count.
1. Do you have a clear project concept and goal?
2. Begin with the end in mind. The project story ending
must tell the grantor the project benefits and aid their
understanding of the project story’s key takeaway(s).
This approach will establish the foundation for the overall
project story.
3. A successful grant begins with the need. What is your need,
and how does the proposed project address the need?
4. The story should tell the reviewer why your project is
necessary, to whom it is essential, and why the grantor
should care. In addition, a good story explains the project’s
long-term and short-term benefits to establish a relationship
with the grantor’s interests.
5. A good story explains the project’s who, what, where, and
why expressed in terms easily understood. It’s similar to the
way a good news story is written.
6. Lay out the accurate facts and data to establish credibility.
Such as traffic analysis, road conditions report, storm or
sanitary sewer needs, fire protection, or EMS coverage.
7. Make the story personal. Help the reviewer understand
specific project impacts on real people. Remember the
adage, “a single death is a tragedy, and a million deaths are a
statistic.”
8. The entire proposal must support the project story. When
writing proposals, I would consider what made my firm’s
proposal unique vis-à-vis the grantor’s interests. Then, I
would focus on how the proposal met a client’s specific
interests, such as a specific funding interest, community
participation, or the overall community impact.
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ARE YOU INTERESTED
IN ADDITIONAL
GRANTS
INFORMATION?
Join us for “Grants – Everything You
Need to Know”
The League’s 124th Annual Conference
La Crosse Center, La Crosse
Wednesday, October 19
9:00 am–Noon
One-day registration is available!
Register now on the League’s website
then interact with fellow attendees
through the League’s Annual
Conference App by WHOVA!
Additional details and registration information
under the Conference tab
https://lwm-info.org/731/Annual-Conference

9. Avoid jargon, such as planning and engineer speak.
Engineering is important, but only when explaining
its impact in real, understandable terms. Also, avoid
acronyms!

Essential Items Before Getting to the Project
Story
Create an inclusive grant team.
• I nclusive to ensure the project is grounded in community
needs.
•A
 sk community volunteers and other organizations (local
government(s), regional entities, other community groups,
etc.) to serve.
•R
 ecruit team members that bring special skills/knowledge
to tie your project to grantor interests.
•A
 ssist with researching grantor(s) interests to tailor your
plan/project.
•H
 elp ensure the project concept, timeline, budget, and
plan are workable, and your project/mission aligns with
the grantor.
•K
 eep the team in place and working throughout grant
preparation and meet project/grant requirements through
completion.
 ssist in developing creative ways to address your project
•A
need to match the grantor’s interests.
Identify the project needs and benefits.
• Funding
• W hat do you need? Don’t ask for more than you can justify
or hazard an adverse grantor reaction.
• W hat are the matching fund(s) requirements? For
example, is it cash, or can in-kind (land, previous planning,
engineering, or other) be used? Can you leverage other
federal, state, or community funding?
• W hat is the typical grantor funding range?
•H
 as the grantor funded similar projects and organizations
in your geographic area?
Project selection.
•D
 oes the project align with the grantor’s interests?
•A
 re there other local or regional partners?
• W hat are the project’s long-term sustainability benefits?
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Evaluation.

About the Author:

• Can the project be evaluated to show project benefits, both
short and long term?

Daniel Foth is a Local Government Specialist and Director
of the Certified Public Manager Program for UW-Madison
Extension’s Local Government Education Program. Contact
Daniel at daniel.foth@wisc.edu

Project administration.
• Identify the grantor’s administration requirements.
• Show how you will comply with the grantor’s requirements.
• Add the grantor requirements to the project schedule/
timeline to ensure compliance.
• Can you administer the project, or will you need an outside
firm/individual to ensure compliance?
• Final compliance is the municipality’s responsibility. You
must understand all grant requirements, including any
penalties for noncompliance with grant requirements.
• Keep the grantor informed, especially during delays or
cost-overruns. Explain your approach to bringing the
project back on track to show you are a good steward of
the grantor’s funds.

1. The Foundation Center; University of Kentucky; The Council on Foundations, UW. Madison’s
Memorial Library Grants Section, The Grantsmanship Center, and The Wisconsin Philanthropy
Network.

For More Information
Read the April 2022 The Municipality which
was focused on grants and includes articles from
a number of experts presenting the “Grant’s –
Everything You Need to Know” Deep Dive at the
League’s 124th Annual Conference on October 19
in La Crosse.
Also, access the two grant webinars co-sponsored by
the League and the Local Government Education
Program at UW-Extension. (search grants at
https://localgovernment.extension.wisc.edu/)

3. Tips for Telling Your Nonprofits Story in Your Grant Proposal, https://www.rbwstrategy.com/
tips-for-telling-and-selling-your-nonprofits-story-in-your-grant-proposal/

2. How to Tell a Story Effectively for a Powerful Grant Proposal,
https://grantfundingexpert.org/how-to-tell-a-story-effectively-for-a-powerful-grant-proposal/

Community Infrastructure
Architecture & Environmental Services
Building Communities Just Like YOURS!
GREEN BAY

www.cedarcorp.com

MENOMONIE

MADISON

CEDARBURG
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Incivility Takes Over
Elizabeth Yanke, MBA, Member Services Director, League of Wisconsin Municipalities

The last two years seem to have exacerbated rude behavior
all around us. We’ve witnessed fights on airlines or in the
grocery stores over toilet paper via social media. We’ve all been
jolted by someone’s road rage and uncalled for use of their car
horn. Watching these incidents on video or in person has real
emotional consequences. Internally, observing rude incidents
increases stress hormones in the body which leads to clouded
judgment, lack of trust, and lack of creativity.
Very few people are intentionally rude, but too much negative
input without consciousness of it can create a cycle of bad
manners and negative culture. In one study, 26% of people
showed elevated levels of cortisol just by observing someone
who is stressed.1 We know that negative workplaces are less
efficient, less creative, and less effective.

The Flip Side
On the flip side, we know that positivity can create a cycle
of positivity. One person’s enthusiasm for a project can lead
to hope in their colleagues. One person’s act of kindness,
like picking up trash or opening a door or offering to carry

1. Make Yourself Immune to Secondhand Stress (hbr.org)

boxes, creates positive hormones in not only the two people
who interact, but in anyone who observes that act of kindness
as well.2
In the face of so much negative input it is important for
leaders in their community to consciously choose to react or
not react to negative triggers. Step one is to cultivate a positive
mindset – which is easier said than done. Stress is inevitable,
but shifting the focus to view it as an opportunity to take
on a challenge and learn is one tool in cultivating a more
positive mindset. Research suggests that stress can cause the
human brain to use more of its capabilities, improve memory
and intelligence, and even increase productivity.3 This only
underscores the importance of the narrative that a stressor is an
opportunity for growth.
Another very important tool for dealing with stress is empathy.
A subtle nod of understanding when the person across from
you talks about their dog needing to see the vet goes a long
way in your ability to separate from their stress. It also helps
them feel slightly more comfortable and exhibit fewer stress
signals moving forward.
3. Make Stress Work for You (hbr.org)

2. rakhealthfacts.pdf (dartmouth.edu)

Join us at the League’s 124th Annual Conference for
“Incivility Takes Over” a workshop with Elizabeth Yanke,
Member Services Director, League of Wisconsin Municipalities
We will discuss how incivility effects our society and will cover research on the
impacts of rude behavior on logical thought, creativity, and trust. We’ll also talk
about what municipal leaders can do to foster more civility in their communities.
Incivility Takes Over
Thursday, October 20, 9:00 a.m.
The League’s 124th Annual Conference • October 19-21, 2022 • La Crosse Center, La Crosse
Register now on the League’s website then interact with fellow attendees through the
League’s Annual Conference App by WHOVA!
Additional details and registration information under the Conference tab
https://lwm-info.org/731/Annual-Conference
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Empathy for yourself is also very important in dealing with
stress. Acknowledging that you don’t have it all together, that
some things are lingering and just waiting for your attention
will give you and your collegues a sense of acceptance that not
everything needs to be perfect.
Of course, there is also the old standby advice that still rings
true today for dealing with stress - “Eat your vegetables.” Try
to get in 30 minutes of exercise a day. A spiritual practice or
meditation also has great side effects for dealing with stress.
A more active approach would be starting a gratitude journal,
or joining a gratitude email chain, or writing a short email to
a colleague telling them they did a good job. Building in more
positivity into your day creates the buffer you need personally
to deal with negativity.
On the community level, it is important to take the same
approach to combat what can become a cycle of negativity
to encourage more hope and positivity. Local government
can create more civility in their communities by encouraging

connection and community. Citizens want a sense of agency in
the future of their community. This can be facilitated through
embracing arts, culture, and community engagement in the
planning of the municipality. Bringing all voices into the
conversation about the future of the municipality can help
create the positivity we all need in this crazy world.
About the Author:

Elizabeth Yanke is responsible for connecting with all new
member elected officials and staff to introduce the League and
assess training and information needs, while seeking feedback
from members and League Mutual insureds to improve
offerings. She hosts and moderates League web programming,
participates in evaluation of all member programming, and
makes recommendations for revision. Elizabeth joined the
League as a Project Manager in 2019 and prior to that spent
more than 12 years in private industry strategic human
resources. Contact Elizabeth at eyanke@lwm-info.org
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Sign Regulations Post
Austin v. Reagan National
Liz Majerus, Assistant City Attorney, Sheboygan
After several years of uncertainty, a recent and “leave open ample alternative
channels for communication of the
U.S. Supreme Court decision provides
information.”5
municipalities greater clarity on the
limits of lawful speech regulation.
Reed v. Town of Gilbert, a Major Setback
Legal Principles
In 2015, the U.S. Supreme Court dealt
Municipalities regulate signs through
a significant blow to municipal sign
their police power, which is shorthand
regulation authority in Reed v. Town of
for the government’s authority to pass
Gilbert. The town of Gilbert had adopted
and enforce laws that promote the
a comprehensive sign code prohibiting
general welfare. This authority originates the display of outdoor signs without
in the United States and Wisconsin
a permit.6 Twenty-three categories of
1
Constitutions. In the context of sign
signs were exempt from permitting.7
regulation, the police power is limited by These categories were based on the signs’
the First Amendment, which declares
subject matter or installation method
in part, “Congress shall make no law …
and included categories such as political
abridging the freedom of speech .…”
signs, ideological signs and temporary
Wisconsin’s version is a bit more robust
event directional signs.8 Beyond
and reads, “Every person may freely
exempting these signs from permitting,
speak, write and publish his sentiments
the town code regulated these categories
on all subjects, being responsible for the
differently from one another – for
abuse of that right, and no laws shall be
example, ideological signs were allowed
passed to restrain or abridge the liberty
more total square footage and longer
of speech or of the press….”2 The U.S.
duration of placement than temporary
Supreme Court has understood the First event directional signs.9
Amendment to mean that a government
Good News Community Church held
“has no power to restrict expression
services at various locations throughout
because of its message, its ideas, its
and near the town and would advertise
3
subject matter or its content” unless
the locations to parishioners via
the law is narrowly tailored to serve a
temporary signs usually placed in the
compelling government interest.4 This
rights-of-way abutting the street.10 The
is known as “the strict scrutiny test.”
town twice cited the church for violating
However, a government may regulate
11
content-neutral aspects of speech such as the sign code. Clyde Reed, pastor of the
time, place, and manner if the regulations church, sued the town after he wasn’t able
12
support a significant government interest to reach an accommodation. Based on
1. U.S. Const. pmbl. (We the People of the
United States, in Order to form a more
perfect Union, … [and] promote the
general welfare, … do ordain and establish
this Constitution for the United States of
America.”); WI Const. Art I, § 3 (“We, the
people of Wisconsin, … in order to … promote
the general welfare, do establish this
Constitution ….”).

24

earlier U.S. Supreme Court precedent,
the Court of Appeals viewed the town’s
sign code as acceptable content-neutral
regulation for three reasons. Ultimately,
the Supreme Court disagreed.
The Court of Appeals first determined
that the sign code was content-neutral
because the code was adopted to
promote content-neutral interests
like aesthetics and traffic safety.13 The
Supreme Court explained however,
that neutral justifications will not save
a content-based regulation because
“innocent motives do not eliminate
the danger of censorship presented by
a facially content-based statute, [as]
future government officials may one
day wield such statutes to suppress
disfavored speech.”14 Second, the Court
of Appeals reasoned that the regulations
were content-neutral because they were
viewpoint neutral,15 but the Supreme
Court dismissed this rationale noting,
“it is well established that the First
Amendment’s hostility to content-based
regulation extends not only to restrictions
on particular viewpoints, but also to
prohibition of public discussion of an
entire topic.”16 Finally, the Supreme
Court dismissed the Court of Appeals’
third justification – that the code
was content-neutral because it was
speaker-based – as factually and legally
incorrect.17

2. WI Const. Art. I, § 3.

6. Reed at 159.

13. Id. at 171.

3. Reed v. Town of Gilbert, 576 U.S. 155, 163,
135 S. Ct. 2218 (2015) citing Police Dep’t of
Chicago v. Mosley, 408 U.S. 92, 95, 92 S. Ct.
2286 (1972).

7. Id.

14. Id. at 167.

8. Id.

15. Id. at 168.

9. Id.

16. Id.

4. Id. at 163 citing R.A.V. v. St. Paul, 505 U.S.
377, 395, 112 S. Ct. 2538 (1992).

10. Id. at 161.

17. Id. at 169.

5. Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego, 453
U.S. 490, 516, 101 S. Ct. 2882 (1981).

12. I d.

11. Id.
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In its conclusion, the Supreme Court
reassured municipalities that not all was
lost because municipalities could regulate
content-neutral aspects of signs such
as size, construction materials, lighting,
moving parts, and portability.18 Justice
Alito, joined by Justices Kennedy and
Sotomayor, suggested in his concurrence
(which is not binding law) that sign
codes could lawfully distinguish by
location, such as public property vs.
private property and commercial property
vs. residential property.19 Confusingly,
Justice Alito included time restrictions
on signs advertising a one-time event and
regulations distinguishing between onand off-premise placement as permissible
content-neutral regulations.20 But, if
you have to read a sign to know that it
relates to a one-time event or to activity
occurring on-site, isn’t the regulation
content-based?

not located on the site where the sign
is installed, or that directs persons to
any location not on that site.”24 Austin
prohibited construction of new offpremises signs and, while existing offpremises signs were allowed to remain,
they could not be enlarged, digitized, or
made brighter.25 Reagan National owned
several billboards around the city that it
wanted to digitize but the city denied their
permit applications.26 Frustrated by this,
Reagan National sued arguing that the
city’s ordinance violated Reagan National’s
constitutional right to free speech because
it was a content-based regulation that
couldn’t survive a strict scrutiny analysis.27
The Supreme Court disagreed.

According to the Court, Austin’s on- and
off-premise distinction was “agnostic
to content”28 because “[u]nlike the
regulations at issue in Reed, [Austin’s]
off-premises distinction requires an
That very question split the federal circuit examination of speech only in service
courts. The Third, Fourth and Ninth
of drawing neutral, location-based
Circuits viewed on- and off-premise
lines.”29 “A sign’s substantive message
distinctions as lawful while the Fifth
… is irrelevant to the application of the
and Sixth saw them as problematic.21
provisions … [and] a given sign is treated
differently solely based on whether it is
No clear guidance was afforded to those
located on the same premises as the thing
states located in the other circuits,22
being discussed or not.”30 The Austin
including Wisconsin, although at least
one case was pending on appeal to the
regulations, again unlike those in Reed,
Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals at the did not treat on- and off-premise signs
time this article was written.23
differently based on their subject matter.
The sign’s message mattered only to
City of Austin v. Reagan National
determine the sign’s relative location. The
Advertising, a Course Correction
Court noted that these regulations were,
therefore, similar to an ordinary time,
Like tens of thousands of cities around
place or manner restriction. However,
the country, the City of Austin, Texas,
the Court did note that a content-based
enforced a sign code that distinguished
purpose or justification for Austin’s
between on-premises and off-premises
regulations would have been problematic.
signs, defining an “off-premises sign” as
The Court then remanded the matter to
one that “advertis[es] a business, person,
the lower court to determine whether
activity, goods, products, or services
18. Id. at 173.
19. Id. at 174-75.
20. Id.
21. Brief for Int’l Mun. Lawyers Assoc., et al. as Amici Curiae
Supporting Petitioners, City of Austin, TX v. Reagan Nat’l
Adver. of Texas, Inc., et al., at 6, No. 20-1029, 2022 U.S. LEXIS
2098, 2022 WL 11774894, 596 U.S. ___ (U.S. Supreme Court,
April 21, 2022).
22. Id.

23. A
 dams Outdoor Adver. Ltd. P’ship v. City of Madison, No.
17-cv-576, 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 60861, 2020 WL 1689705
(U.S. Dist. W.D. Wis. 2020) (Appeal filed 4/23/2020).
24. City of Austin, TX v. Reagan Nat’l Adver. of Texas, Inc., et al.,
No. 20-1029, slip op at 1-2, 2022 U.S. LEXIS 2098, 2022 WL
11774894, 596 U.S. ___ (U.S. Supreme Court, April 21, 2022).
25. Id., slip op at 3.

Austin’s sign code passes intermediate
scrutiny analysis.

Conclusion
Off-premises advertising has been part
of the American landscape for over 150
years.31 However, between 2015 and
2021, municipalities were discouraged
from treating billboards any differently
than murals or large, on-premises signs.
In light of Austin v. Reagan National,
municipalities may once again honor
the positive impact some large signs
have on community identity while
minimizing the harms of others. As you
review your city’s sign code, carefully
consider any distinctions it contains.
Content-based distinctions targeting
particular subjects or viewpoints remain
problematic. But distinctions based on
physical characteristics (size, materials,
digitization, brightness) or location
(lot line setbacks, distance between
signs, vacant or occupied property,
commercial or residential property, onand off-premise) will likely be upheld if
supported by a substantial interest such
as traffic safety or community aesthetics.
About the Author:

Liz Majerus is Assistant City Attorney
for Sheboygan, Wisconsin. She’s
enjoyed practicing municipal law since
leaving private practice in 2016. A
Wisconsin native, Liz earned a degree
in Political Science and Public Policy
from UW-Stevens Point, and a Juris
Doctorate degree from Marquette
University Law School. Contact Liz at
liz.majerus@sheboyganwi.gov
Licensing and Regulation 404

28.Id., slip op at 6.
29. Id.
30. Id, slip op at 8.
31. Id., slip op at 1, citing C. Taylor & W. Chang, The History of
Outdoor Advertising Regulation in the United States, 15 J. of
Macromarketing 47, 48 (Spring 1995) and F. Presbrey, The
History and Development of Advertising 500-501 (1929).

26. Id., slip op at 3-4.
27. Id.
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of the Order
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FOR THE GOOD OF THE ORDER

The Roll Call Vote
Maria Davis, Assistant Legal Counsel, League of Wisconsin Municipalities

In our last column, I briefly discussed
different voting requirements and
explained how to conduct a voice vote
(the most commonly used method of
voting) under Robert’s Rules of Order
(RONR). However, there are several
other methods of voting under RONR.
This month’s column will discuss the roll
call vote.
With a roll call vote, each member’s vote
is ascertained and recorded. In some
instances, a roll call vote is statutorily
required – e.g., Wis. Stat. § 70.47(8)(g)
which requires Board of Review
determinations of assessment objections
to be determined by roll call vote. In
other instances, a roll call vote can
simply be used to provide additional
transparency and accountability to
constituents regarding how their
representatives voted on a particular issue.
For representative bodies, Robert’s
suggests that, absent a legal or
constitutional requirement specifying
otherwise, a representative body should
adopt a rule specifying a minority
number of governmental body members
that may call for a roll call vote. RONR
45:45. Wisconsin Stat. § 62.11(3)(d)
provides that a roll call vote may be
required by any common council
member. Moreover, Wisconsin’s open
26

meetings law provides that any member
of a governmental body may require that
a vote be taken at any meeting in such
a manner that the vote of each member
is ascertained and recorded. Wis. Stat. §
19.88(2). Thus, any single body member
can require a roll call vote in Wisconsin.
Under Robert’s, a committee of the
whole may not order a roll call vote.
RONR 45:46.
To take a roll call vote, the chair may
put the question in a manner similar to
the following: “Those that are in favor
of adopting the motion to purchase a new
truck for the public works department
will, as their names are called, answer
aye [or “yes,” or “yea”]; those opposed will
answer “no” [or “nay”]. The Clerk (or the
secretary, depending on the body) will
call the roll.” RONR 45:47. When
conducting a roll call vote, members’
names should be called in alphabetical
order, with the chair’s name called last
(assuming they are entitled to vote on
the matter). RONR 45:48. Robert’s also
provides that the chair only votes in the
event their vote will “matter.” RONR
45:48. However, it is important to
remember that Robert’s is not tailored
to Wisconsin law, which provides that a
village president has a vote as a trustee,
and a city mayor votes only in event of
a tie.
The Municipality | August 2022

Robert’s provides that the member
responds with “yea” or “nay.” To abstain,
a member may say “present” or “abstain.”
If a member is not ready to vote when
called upon, he or she may also say “pass”
and request to be called on to vote again
after the roll call is complete. Debate may
not be resumed once the first person has
answered to the roll call vote. RONR
45:48. The clerk (or secretary) repeats
each name and answer as they are given
and records the same. RONR 45:48.
A member may change their vote once
the roll call is complete, so long as the
vote’s result has not been announced.
RONR 45:50. The clerk, or secretary,
provides the chair with the total yeas,
nays, and abstentions, and the chair
announces them and declares the vote’s
result. RONR 45:51. The vote’s result
should, as always, be included in the
minutes and should include the details of
each member’s vote.
Stay tuned for a discussion of several
other methods of voting in the next
column.
Governing Bodies 416
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2022 MUNICIPAL ATTORNEYS INSTITUTE NOTES

Thanks to Past Officers; Congratulations to New Officers
The League’s Municipal Attorneys’ Section thanks past officers President
Anne Jacobson, Wausau City Attorney, and Secretary Brian Sajdak,
Wesolowski, Reidenbach & Sajdak, SC, for their service and for their help
planning and assisting with the 2022 Municipal Attorneys Institute.
At the 2022 Municipal Attorneys Institute, the following attorneys were
selected to serve as officers of the League’s Municipal Attorneys section:
President: Brian Sajdak, Wesolowski, Reidenbach & Sajdak, SC
Secretary: Eric Larson, Municipal Law & Litigation Group, S.C.

CLE Credit
Municipal attorneys who attended the full 2022 Municipal Attorneys Institute may claim 12.5 CLE credits, which
includes 1.5 EPR credits for the Wednesday ethics session. NOTE: Although the Wisconsin Board of Bar Examiners
approved 16.5 CLE hours (credits), attorneys may only claim a maximum of 12.5 since attorneys could only attend four
of the eight sessions that ran concurrently Thursday morning. With the exception of the Wednesday afternoon Ethics
session, attorneys may claim 1 CLE credit for each presentation attended.
The Minnesota Board of Continuing Legal Education approved 9.25 standard CLE credits and 1.25 ethics credits.
Individual attorneys are responsible for reporting their actual hours of attendance.
SAVE THE DATE!
The 2023 Municipal Attorneys Institute will be June 14-16 at the Stone Harbor Resort in Sturgeon Bay.

PAA







public-administration.com
Executive Search/Selection
paassoc@northnet.net
Interim Management
262-903-9509
Compensation Plans
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Strategic Planning/Organizational Audits
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Christopher Swartz
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Frequently

Questions

Asked

Did you know? The published Legal FAQs are taken directly from the extensive library of resources on the League’s
website. Have a question? Try the search function on the website and get an answer. http://www.lwm-info.org

Employees FAQ 5
Must an employee be paid time-andone-half for working on holidays?

No. Neither the Fair Labor Standards
Act (FLSA) nor state law require that
employees be paid time-and-one-half for
holidays. Overtime is only required when
an employee works more than 40 hours
in a given week. (Rev. 6/22)
Employees FAQ 6
Are police and firefighters treated
differently than other employees
under the Fair Labor Standards Act
for purposes of overtime?

Yes. The FLSA provides a complete
exemption from the overtime provisions
for any employee of a public agency
engaged in law enforcement or fire
protection if the agency employs
fewer than five employees during the
workweek. 29 U.S.C. § 213(b)(20). For
purposes of this exemption, the number
of law enforcement and fire protection
employees are considered separately.
29 C.F.R. § 553.200. For example,
if a municipality’s fire department
employs fewer than five individuals for
fire protection services, but the police

department employs five or more, the fire
department may claim the exemption
and the police department may not. All
employees are counted whether they be
part time, full time, on duty, or on leave.
Volunteers are not counted. 29 C.F.R §
553.200(b). The exemption is determined
on a workweek basis.
Agencies that do not qualify for the
complete exemption may be eligible for
a partial exemption commonly known as
the 7(k) or 207(k) exemption. Under 29
U.S.C. 207(k), employees engaged in fire
protection or law enforcement activities
with 28-consecutive-day work periods
are entitled to one-and-one-half times
their regular rate of pay if they work in
excess of the lesser of (1) 216 hours or
(2) an average number of hours typical
of such employees, as determined by the
Secretary of Labor. (Rev. 6/22)
Employees FAQ 7
Must employees be compensated
for on-call time (time where the
employee is not actually working
but must be ready to respond if
needed)?

workers for on-call time when the time is
spent “predominantly for the employer’s
benefit.” Theune v. City of Sheboygan, 67
Wis. 2d 33, 40, 226 N.W.2d 396 (1975).
There are no hard and fast rules. Whether
on-call time qualifies for compensation
is a fact-specific question that varies by
case. Skidmore v. Swift, 323 U.S. 134, 136
(1944).
An employee who is required to remain
on call on the employer’s premises or so
close thereto that they cannot use the
time effectively for their own purposes
is working while “on call.” An employee
who is not required to remain on the
employer’s premises but is merely
required to leave word at their home or
with company officials regarding where
they may be reached is generally not
working while on call. 29 CFR § 785.17.
However, the Department of Labor
notes that “additional constraints on the
employee’s freedom could require this
time to be compensated.” Department of
Labor, Fact Sheet #22: Hours Worked
Under the Fair Labor Standards Act
(FLSA).

In determining whether the time is
It depends. The Fair Labor Standards Act spent predominantly for the employer’s
(FLSA) requires employers to compensate or the employee’s benefit, the key is
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how restricted the employee’s activities
are. No single factor determines the
outcome. Instead, the courts look to
a variety of factors in determining
whether the on-call time is spent
predominantly for the employer’s benefit.
Some of these factors are: (1) terms
of the employment agreement, if any;
(2) physical restrictions placed on an
employee while on call; (3) maximum
period of time allowed by the employer
between the time the employee was
called and the time he or she reports back
to work (response time); (4) percentage
of calls expected to be returned by the
on-call employee; (5) frequency of
actual calls during on-call periods; (6)
actual uses of the on-call time by the
employee; and (7) disciplinary action,
if any taken by the employer against
employees who fail to answer calls. Fair
Labor Standards Handbook for States,
Local Governments and Schools, ¶ 430
(B.L.R). (Rev. 6/22)
Employees FAQ 10
Do municipal employees have a right
to their jobs?

Generally speaking, no. Wisconsin
municipal employees are generally
classified as “at will” employees. In the
absence of a civil service ordinance or

Building Communities. It’s what we do.
Financial Management Planning
Economic Development &
Redevelopment
Debt Planning & Issuance
Investments & Treasury
Management
Arbitrage Consulting
Paying Agent Services
Continuing Disclosures

info@ehlers-inc.com (800) 552-1171
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The information provided in these materials does not create or imply a fiduciary relationship. It is solely for the purposes of marketing our services to you.
Ehlers is the joint marketing name for all its affiliated businesses. Please visit www.ehlers-inc.com/disclosures for more information.

law, contract, or collective bargaining
agreement stating otherwise, municipal
employees may be fired at the will
of the municipality. See State ex rel.
Epping v. City of Neillsville, 218 Wis.
2d 516, 581 N.W.2d 548 552; Vorwald
v. School District, 167 Wis. 2d 549, 482
N.W.2d 93, 96 (1992). However, a
municipal employee may not be fired for
discriminatory reasons (e.g., based on
race, gender, age, or national origin).
An employee’s at-will status may be
altered by contract, state law, or local

ordinance. If the municipality and an
employee enter into an expressed or
implied contract, the employee may
only be discharged according to the
terms of the contract. Certain municipal
employees are protected from being
fired at the will of the municipality by
state laws. For example, municipalities
must comply with certain due process
procedures specified by statute when
seeking to terminate a police officer. See
Wis. Stat. §§ 62.13(5), 62.13(6m), &
61.65(1)(am). (Rev. 6/22)

Legal Captions
For the Good of the Order: Discusses the procedural rules
under Robert’s Rules of Order for conducting a roll call vote.
8/1/22.
Licensing and Regulation 404

Reed v. Gilbert should not be interpreted to mean that a
regulation cannot be content neutral if its application requires
reading the sign at issue. A city ordinance prohibiting
construction of new off-premise signs and alterations of existing
off-premise signs in ways that would increase nonconformity,
like digitizing, was facially content neutral under the U.S.
Constitution. But evidence that an impermissible purpose or

justification underpins a facially content-neutral restriction may
mean that the restriction is nevertheless content based. When
a sign’s message matters only to extent that it informs location,
that is more like a reasonable time, place, manner distinction
that does not require application of strict scrutiny test. City of
Austin, Texas v. Reagan Nat’l Advert. of Austin, LLC, 142 S. Ct.
1464 (2022) Article by Attorney Liz Majerus.

INFRASTRUCTURE

THAT FITS YOUR GROWING NEEDS
1-888-364-7272
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News/Updates/Training
ELGL #CityHallSelfie Day is Monday, August 15!
And yes, villages can participate too! Come on Wisconsin cities and villages!
This is your chance to showcase your #GovLove. It’s easy:
1. Snap a photo of yourself/your crew
in front of your local government
building, or park or project — any
connection to municipal works!
2. Post the picture on social media
using #CityHallSelfie. On Twitter,
tag @LeagueWIMunis and
@CityHallSelfie. The League will
retweet you, take a screenshot of
your tweet, and post it to Facebook.
Make sure your post is public, then
tag us on Facebook and we’ll share
your post to the League’s page.
LinkedIn works too — we’ll share your
post to the League’s LinkedIn page if
you tag us.
The Engaging Local Government
Leaders (ELGL) will have trophies,
recognition, and prizes for those who
show the most pride and creativity. It
doesn’t matter if you work for a city or
village, town or county — post a photo,
and use the hashtag to share it with
the world!
Learn more here:
https://elgl.org/cityhallselfie/

Mayor, Village President, Manager or Administrator?
Join us for the League’s Summer Chief Executives Workshop on August 18 & 19, 2022
(Aug. 17 Early arrival reception) at the Brookfield Conference Center!
This League workshop provides important opportunities to network with your peers from across the state including
the popular “Small (and Large) Communities Idea Jams” plus join us for workshops on “Recruiting & Retaining
Quality Employees,” “Generating New Housing in Small Communities,” and “Creating Dynamic Downtowns.”
Details and registration are under the Conference Tab on the League’s website: https://lwm-info.org/

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING | FUNDING & GRANT ASSISTANCE
LAND SURVEYING | CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

Beloit | Elkhorn
www.rhbatterman.com

608-365-4464
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News/Updates/Training
Upcoming Events & Workshops
For more information: https://lwm-info.org/

Date

Event

Format

Price

August 17-19

Chief Executives Summer Workshop
Brookfield Conference Center, Brookfield

In Person

Members $200

September 9

Local Government 101

Webinar

Members $110

September 16

Local Government 101
Tundra Lodge, Green Bay

In Person

Members $110

October 18-20

Municipal Assessors Institute
La Crosse Center, La Crosse

In Person

Members $200

October 19-21

The 124th Annual Conference
La Crosse Center, La Crosse

In Person

Full Conference
& 1-Day
Registration

November 4

Police and Fire Commission Workshop

Webinar

Members $140

Transitions
Alder: Appleton, Christopher Croatt, Israel Del Toro, Joss Thyssen,
Brillion, Kory Davis, Ruben Piepenburg, Buffalo City, Kim Beseler,
Burlington, Corina Kretschmer, Sara Spencer, Tom Vos, Chetek, Thea
Hempel, Clintonville, Stephanie Bonikowske, Cumberland, Bill Lussier,
Darlington, Joseph Boll, Delafield, Paul Price, Evansville, Ben Corridon,
Cory Neeley, Fountain City, Ryan Ligman, Christine Williamson, Fox
Lake, Bruce Harned, Galesville, Tory-Kale Schulz, Glendale, Phillip
Bailey, Green Bay, Steven Campbell, Melinda Eck, Jennifer Grant, Jim
Hutchison, Bill Morgan, Greenwood, Jim Schecklman, Horicon, Marie
Fenske, Forrest Frami, Bryce Remy, Juneau, KAY Marose, Kewaunee,
Kathy Brown, Eric Wisnicky, Ladysmith, Alan Christianson, Nathan
Johnson, Lake Geneva, Cynthia Yager, Montello, Bill Faulkner, New
Holstein, Steven Abrams, Norman Propson, Plymouth, Angie Matzdorf,
Racine, Alicia Jarrett, Amanda Paffrath, St. Croix Falls, Shannon
Donaghue, Watertown, Dana Davis, Jonathan Lampe, Fred Smith
City Administrator: Elkhorn, Adam Swann, Glendale, Karl Warwick,
Kewaunee, Heath Eddy
City Attorney: Burlington, Elaine Ekes, Cumberland, Weld Riley SC,
Green Bay, Joanne Bungert, New Holstein, Steven Sorenson
City Clerk: Sparta, Jennifer Lydon, St. Croix Falls, Sarah Jensen
Council Member: Fort Atkinson, Eric Schultz,
Janesville, Aaron Burdick
Council Vice President: Beloit, Markese Terrell
Finance Director: Appleton, Jeri Ohman, DeForest, Carol Herwig,
Elkhorn, Corrie Daly
Fire Chief: Arlington, Nate Phillips, Brillion, Garrett Wenzel, Eagle,
Scott Kugel, Montello, Jon Vote, Port Edwards, Jason Worden, Weston,
Josh Finke
Mayor: Ashland, Matthew MacKenzie, Buffalo City, Ben Holien,
Cumberland, Daniel Shoemaker, Evansville, Dianne Duggan, Horicon,
Joshua Maas, Kewaunee, Jeffrey Vollenweider, Ladysmith, Robert
Grotzinger, New Holstein, Richard Snelson, Viroqua, Justin Running

Police Chief: Burlington, Brian Zmudzinski, Elm Grove, Jason Kubiak,
Fitchburg, Alphonso Morales, Green Bay, Chris Davis, Suring, Kevin
Schneider
Treasurer: Fontana-On-Geneva Lake, Liz Baumann, Ladysmith, Tony
Devine, Saukville, Sandy Walter
Trustee: Amherst, Pat Strelitzer, Argyle, Toni Harding, Kimberly
Haynes, Arlington, Tom Gabel, Tyler Schwenn, Traci Wells, Belleville,
Megan McGlone, Big Bend, Traci Lewandowski, Michael Monzel, Black
Creek, Rod Richardson, Tricia Werner, Blanchardville, Kim Marty,
Shannon Radel, Trisha Wahl, Mark Wahl, Bonduel, Johnie Paige,
Boyceville, Bill Sempf, Brown Deer, Amos Owens, Bruce, Darlene
Wundrow, Cassville, Susan Krause, Cecil, John Maule, Clayton, Charlie
Boese, Rochele Scribner-Winger, Cochrane, Holly Burce, Conrath,
David Jorgensen, Cottage Grove, Brittany Ballweg, Chris Stoa, Eagle,
Chris Sanchez, Eastman, Daton Folbrecht, Dylan Mallant, Eland, Allen
Kersten, Elm Grove, Jim Koleski, Jennifer Stuckert, Endeavor, Ron
Myers, Al Trimble, Gays Mills, Ethan Eitsert, Glenbeulah, Amanda
Schubert, Hales Corners, Bernie Shaw, Howards Grove, Harley Abler,
Kewaskum, Fuzz Martin, Justin Weninger, Monticello, Tyler Smith,
Mount Pleasant, Andrew Docksey, Port Edwards, Caleb McGregor,
Lonn Radtke, Random Lake, Duane Urbanski, Reedsville, Becca Fox,
River Hills, Jamie Evans, Sharon, Amanda Rose, Sherwood, Tony
Genisot, Jesse Troestler, Spring Green, Damian Barta, Suamico, Mike
Romes, Suring, Richard Kramp, Waldo, Dennis Reimemann, Weston,
Steve Cronin, Jasper Hartinger, Jamie Weiland, Wild Rose, Harold
Hansen, Ben Zacharias, Woodville, Polly Carlson, Rick Finn, Roger Leque
Village Administrator: DeForest, Bill Chang
Village Attorney: Boyceville, Mackenzie Campbell, Cambridge, Jane
Landretti, Eagle, Matthew Gralinski
Village Clerk: DeForest, Callista Lundgren, Fontana-On-Geneva Lake,
Drew Lussow, Saukville, Julie Friede
Village President: Arlington, Adam Buss, Blanchardville, Nicholas
Crooks, Cecil, Steven Bartz, Conrath, Gary Pomeranke, Woodville,
Dennis Lawson
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News/Updates/Training
RETIREMENTS

James R. Ryan Municipal Building

Hales Corners. Village Public Works Director Mike Martin is retiring in
early August after serving nearly 24 years with the village. We wish him
well in his retirement!

Have an update? Please send changes, corrections, or additions to Robin Powers at rpowers@lwm-info.org, fax (608) 267-0645 or
mail to the League at our NEW ADDRESS: 316 W. Washington Ave., Suite 600, Madison, WI 53703

LEAGUE BOARD PRESIDENT

Your Role in the State-Local Partnership
In Manitowoc, property taxes only cover
our police and fire services. Did you get
that? EVERYTHING ELSE must be
paid for using funding from somewhere
else. Your community might be in the
same boat – and you might be feeling like you are sinking.
Many communities across the state are struggling.
Clearly local governments need other funding sources
and options, outside of property taxes, if we are going to
provide services that enhance our community’s quality
of life.
As mayor of Manitowoc, I have dedicated myself to
fiscal responsibility and creating a strong quality of life
for citizens and visitors alike through our parks, library,
zoo, and downtown redevelopment. Our residents
expect and deserve these services, plus they help fuel our
community’s growth by attracting new businesses and
residents to Manitowoc.
Diverse funding is critical to the future of our
communities and can only be accomplished through a
strong state-local partnership. With a greater investment
from the state and the authority to diversify our funding
sources, cities and villages can better meet the needs of
our residents. As League members, I’m asking you to
share the financial challenges that your local community is
facing and share what will happen if things don’t change.
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State Senate Majority Leader Devin LeMahieu was a guest of
the League Board at their summer meeting at the Manitowoc
Maritime Museum in July. The Senator is pictured here with
Sheboygan Falls Mayor Randy Meyer (l) and Manitowoc Mayor
Justin Nickels (r). Both Mayors lead municipalities in the
Senator’s district and share a constituency.

Make sure to ask your state legislators for their help in
fixing how local governments are funded by the state. If
we can work together, we can make a difference.
-J
 ustin Nickels, League Board President and
Mayor of Manitowoc
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Feature

PROTECTING
YOUR PROPERTY...
OUR PROMISE. OUR PRIORITY.

MPIC is a leading provider of property insurance
solutions for Wisconsin public entities. Organized and
founded with the support of the Wisconsin Municipal
Mutual Insurance Company (WMMIC), Cities and
Villages Mutual Insurance Company (CVMIC), and
the League of Wisconsin Municipal Mutual Insurance
9701 Brader Way, Suite 301
Middleton, WI 53562
(715) 892-7277 | www.mpicwi.com

Company (LWMMI), we are specialists in towns,
villages, cities, counties, and special districts.
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Feature

The Sky’s the Limit
Baird is committed to helping your municipality navigate the municipal bond
market. With a focus on capital finance planning and refinancing, Baird brings
broad capabilities to every client we serve, large and small. And with a deep
bench of diverse, experienced finance professionals and the No. 1* underwriting
team in the country, there’s no limit to what we can accomplish – together.
Baird offers the following:
• Debt Underwriting and Placement Agent Services
• Financial Advisory Services
• Capital Improvement Planning
• Financial Management Planning/Forecasting
• TID Analysis/Creation and Amendments
• Referendum Assistance

Brad Viegut
Justin Fischer
Kevin Mullen
Brian Ruechel
Rebekah Freitag
Emily Timmerman
Jordan Masnica
Mark Yatchak



*Based on number of issues from 2009 through 2021, according to Ipreo MuniAnalytics.
©2022 Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated. Member SIPC. MC-869801.

800-792-2473 ext. 3827
rwbaird.com/publicfinance

